Tomorrow's Answer Today.

Continuation/Standing Order Service
A New Benchmark In...

Serials Data Management
and Control Systems.

- Customer Reports
- History Reports
- Management Reports
- Automatic Claiming
- Collective Claiming
- Check-In Claiming

For further information
write or call:

66 Austin Boulevard, Commack, New York 11725
Toll-free Watts line: (800) 645-5237.

Regional Offices: Atlanta, GA, Palo Alto, CA
1981 edition! just published!

Encyclopedia of Associations

15th Edition

Over 90% of the entries in the 15th edition have been revised to reflect new addresses, phone numbers, executive names, or other important items of information. For 25 years EA has been the standard reference book for locating those associations that information seekers turn to for highly qualified sources. The new edition tells you exactly whom to write, phone, or visit for information too fresh to appear in books and periodicals.

Volume 1... NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS OF THE U.S.
Describes 14,726 organizations in 17 subject categories. Entries give official name of group, popular name or acronym, address, phone number, chief executive, number of members, committees, publications, convention schedule, and more. With massive 47,000-line keyword/alphabetical index. 1,600pp. ISBN 0-8103-0141-5. $110.00.

Volume 2... GEOGRAPHIC AND EXECUTIVE INDEXES
Listings in both indexes give organization name, chief executive, address, phone number, and the entry number of the more detailed organization entry in Volume 1. 825pp. ISBN 0-8103-0142-3. $95.00.

Volume 3... NEW ASSOCIATIONS AND PROJECTS
An inter-edition, cumulatively indexed supplement that reports on new groups concerned with the latest problems and ideas. ISBN 0-8103-0130-X. Subscription, $110.00.

EA is available on Standing Order.
(5% discount for Standing Orders.)
Customers outside the U.S. and Canada add 10%.

GALE Research Co.
Book Tower • Detroit, MI 48226

Reviewers Praise EA
Reference and Subscription Books
Reviews: "Indispensable... As a result of the work's current and extensive coverage and the continuing high demand for the type of data found in the Encyclopedia of Associations, it remains one of the most useful and essential titles in any library's reference collection." (Booklist, April 1, 1979)


Best Reference Books:

Choice: Listed in the current edition of Choice's "Opening Day Collection."